The Application of T.SPOT-TB Assay for Early Diagnosis of Active Tuberculosis in Chronic Kidney Disease Patients Receiving Immunosuppressive Treatment.
The current study investigated the clinical application of the T-SPOT.TB assay for detecting tuberculosis (TB) infection in chronic kidney disease patients treated with immunosuppressive therapy. Clinical data from 91 patients were retrospectively analyzed. The rate of positive T-SPOT.TB results and spot numbers were compared before and after treatment. Clinical characteristics that may affect the test results were also investigated. Two active TB cases were observed after immunosuppressive treatment, and eight patients with negative T-SPOT.TB results at baseline had positive results after treatment. No significant changes in spot numbers were observed for patients who were positive at baseline. Compared with pretreatment baseline, patients who received medium/high doses of corticosteroids had a greater number of T-SPOT.TB positive results (p = 0.016) and CFP-10 spots (p = 0.041) after treatment. For patients who received combination therapy with medium/high doses of corticosteroids, the T-SPOT.TB positive rate (p = 0.046) and CFP-10 spot number (p = 0.041) were increased after treatment, with no significant changes in the total number of spots or ESAT-6 spots. For those who received combination therapy with low doses of corticosteroids and those who received single immunosuppressive medication, there were no significant differences in the T-SPOT.TB positive rate, total spot number, or numbers of ESAT-6 and CFP-10 spots. The increase in positive T-SPOT.TB results was mainly associated with medium/high doses of glucocorticoids. The active TB cases might represent new infections. Regular monitoring using the T-SPOT.TB assay will help in the early detection of active TB.